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Abstract: Kinematic orbit determination (KOD) of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites only using single-
frequency global navigation satellite system (GNSS) data is a suitable solution for space applications
demanding meter-level orbit precision. For some small LEO satellites with the sun-pointing attitude
mode, the rotation of the GNSS antenna radiation pattern changes the observation noise characteris-
tics. Since the rotation angle information of the antenna plane may not be available for most low-cost
missions, the true elevation cannot be computed and a general elevation-dependent weighting model
remains invalid for the onboard GNSS observations. Furthermore, the low-stability GNSS receiver
clock oscillator of the LEO satellite at high speeds makes single-frequency cycle slip detection inef-
fective and difficult since the clock steering events occur frequently. In this study, we investigated
the improved KOD strategy to improve the performance of orbit solution using single-frequency
GPS and BeiDou navigation satellite system (BDS) observations collected from the Luojia-1A satellite.
The weighting model based on exponential function and signal strength is proposed according to
the analysis of satellite attitude impact, and a joint single-frequency detection algorithm of receiver
clock jump and cycle slip is investigated as well. Based on the GPS/BDS-combined KOD results,
it is demonstrated that the clock jump and cycle slip can be properly detected and observations
can be effectively utilized with the proposed weighting model considering satellite attitude, which
significantly improves the availability and accuracy of orbit solution. The number of available epochs
is increased by 12.9% benefitting from this strategy. The orbital root mean square (RMS) precision
improvements in the radial, along-track, and cross-track directions are 22.1%, 16.4%, and 6.5%,
respectively. Combining BDS observations also contributes to orbit precision improvement, which
reaches up to 28.8%.

Keywords: GPS; BDS; single frequency; low earth orbit; kinematic orbit determination; weighting
model

1. Introduction

Low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are usually equipped with a dual-frequency or single-
frequency global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receiver for computing orbit. The
GNSS-based orbit determination has been widely used for various LEO satellites, such as
TOPEX/POSEIDON [1–3], CHAMP [4], Jason-1 [5], GRACE [6], Swarm [7], Sentinel [8],
FengYun-3C [9], and so on. Precise orbit determination (POD) at centimeter-level accuracy
can be achieved with dual-frequency observations by reduced dynamic filtering that
exploits the unique geometric strength and considers the pseudo-stochastic orbit modeling
techniques [10] or zero-difference kinematic precise point positioning (PPP) [11–15]. Some
researchers have also worked toward the integrated adjustment of CHAMP, GRACE,
and GPS data [16], enhancing the performance of POD with LEO onboard multiple GNSS
data [17,18] and improving the robustness of the solution by piece-wisely linearly modeling
the onboard GPS receiver oscillators [19].
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Dual-frequency POD can obtain higher orbit accuracy than a single-frequency method
through eliminating the first-order ionosphere effects, but needs an expensive geodetic
GNSS receiver and complex computation algorithm. A small LEO satellite platform that
has been popular in commercial aerospace applications controls costs strictly. Determining
satellite orbit with a low-cost single-frequency receiver will be the primary option for
future small LEO satellites since it not only saves cost, but also meets the accuracy require-
ment for real-time orbit [20]. Some low-cost single-frequency receivers have successfully
implemented the real-time orbit determination of the LEO satellite for high dynamics
applications, such as the miniature Phoenix-XNS GPS receiver [21,22], the single-frequency
GPS receiver carried by the SJ-9A LEO satellite [23]. The methods for the reduced dynamic
orbit generation or the kinematic orbit determination (KOD) with single-frequency data can
achieve orbit accuracies of one meter or the sub-meter level, respectively, depending on the
noise of code observations and the correction of ionospheric error [24,25]. The KOD can be
applied for both free-flying and maneuvering spacecraft since it is free of any assumptions
on the motion of LEO satellites. Therefore, the single-frequency KOD method is considered
suitable for low-cost space applications demanding meter-level orbit precision.

However, there are still some challenges for LEO orbit determination in processing
the impact of satellite attitude since some LEO satellites use the sun-pointing attitude
mode rather than the earth-pointing attitude mode to obtain enough energy from the solar
panel. The sun-pointing satellite attitude mode has a significant impact on computing
elevation since the onboard GNSS antenna is fixed to the LEO satellite, and its motion
around the earth produces a changing discrepancy that the antenna boresight direction is
not in line with the up direction of the local Cartesian coordinate system, where the origin
is the onboard GNSS receiver, and the up direction always points towards outer space. The
rotation of the GNSS antenna radiation pattern changes the noise characteristics and the
true elevation cannot be computed because there is no rotation angle information of the
antenna plane for most low-cost LEO satellites. The negative elevations occur relative to
the local horizontal plane, such as the CANX-2 mission [26], BIRD mission [27], PROBA-2
mission [28], etc. For these small satellite missions, a C/N0-based weighting strategy is
more suitable than the elevation-dependent weighting function. Moreover, some low-cost
onboard GNSS receivers equipped with low-stability oscillators cause the fast changes
of the receiver bias. The receiver clock is frequently adjusted to maintain a controllable
apparent clock bias. As a result, the receiver clock steering event occurs frequently, which
is a big disadvantage for the single-frequency cycle slip detection. Considering these
challenges, in this study, we propose a suitable weighting model and a joint detection of
clock jump and cycle slip algorithms for the single-frequency GPS and BeiDou navigation
satellite system (BDS)-combined KOD of LEO satellites using the sun-pointing attitude
mode. Based on the careful analysis of the satellite attitude’s impact, a weighting model
based on exponential function is extended for correctly processing the observations of low
or negative elevations to improve the availability of the KOD solution. The proposed cycle
slip algorithm can jointly process receiver clock discontinuity and cycle slip.

This paper is organized as follows. The GPS/BDS-combined KOD model is first
introduced in Section 2, and then the impact of the LEO satellite attitude and the improved
weighting model are discussed. The joint single-frequency receiver clock jump and cycle
slip detection algorithm are also presented in Section 2. The improved single-frequency
KOD strategy is validated on the Luojia-1A satellite, which is a scientific experimental low-
cost small LEO satellite adopting the sun-pointing attitude mode. Section 3 first introduces
Luojia-1A satellite information and a basic data processing configuration. The experiment
validation results based on Luojia-1A onboard GPS/BDS data are then described and
analyzed. The conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Methodology

For single-frequency GNSS data processing, ionosphere delay is one of the most
challenging issues. In this study, the group and phase ionospheric correction (GRAPHIC)
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model is used to eliminate the first-order ionospheric effects [29]. The GPS/BDS-combined
single-frequency KOD model is first introduced, and then an improved data-processing
strategy, including the adaption of the weighting model and the joint detection algorithm
of receiver clock jump and cycle slip based on single-frequency observations, is described.

2.1. GPS/BDS-Combined Single-Frequency KOD Model

For the GPS/BDS-combined KOD model, the equation of single-frequency pseudor-
ange and carrier phase observation from a satellite to the LEO onboard GPS/BDS receiver
r is given as follows:{

Ps
r = ρs

r + c(tr − ts) + dr − ds + Is
r + εs

p

Ls
r = ρs

r + c(tr − ts)− Is
r + λs(Bs

r + br − bs) + εs
l

(1)

where s represents the satellite of the GPS or the BDS system; respectively, Ps
r and Ls

r are the
pseudorange and carrier phase observation in meters; ρs

r is the geometry distance between
the satellite and receiver; c is the speed of light in a vacuum; tr is the receiver offset and ts

is the satellite clock offset; dr is the receiver uncalibrated code delay (UCD) and ds is the
satellite UCD; Is

r is the ionospheric delay; Bs
r is the integer phase ambiguity in the unit of

cycles and λs is the wavelength; br is the receiver uncalibrated phase delay (UPD) and bs is
the satellite UPD; εs

p and εs
l are the multipath and measurement noises of the pseudorange

and phase observation, respectively.
In this model, the tropospheric delay error does not exist, since most LEO satellite

orbits operate on the top of the troposphere and the tropospheric impact on the GNSS signal
is negligible. The inter-system bias between GPS and BDS can be treated as white noise;
thus, the independent receiver clock parameter is set for the GPS or BDS system. The corre-
sponding receiver UCD can be combined into the receiver clock since it is usually stable.
For the ionosphere delay, there are many correction techniques, such as the NeQuick [30],
the TIEGCM [31], the NTCM-GL [32], and the Klobuchar model [33], for single-frequency
GNSS observation from a LEO satellite. A downscaled version of the Klobuchar model is
used for convenience to mitigate the ionosphere effect in the pseudorange observation, and
the scale factor is empirically given as 0.3 [34]. The pseudorange observation is then com-
bined with phase GRAPHIC observation to estimate the receiver’s position, receiver clock
offset, and ambiguity parameters. Therefore, the GPS/BDS-combined KOD observation
model is as follows:  ps

r = µs
r∆xr + ctr + εs

p

gs
r =

ps
r+ls

r
2 = µs

r∆xr + ctr + Bs
r +

εs
p+εs

l
2

(2)

where ps
r and ls

r are the observed minus computed (OMC) values of the pseudorange
and phase observation in meters, respectively; ps

r is the OMC value of the pseudorange
observation after mitigating the ionosphere effect by the downscaled Klobuchar model; gs

r
is the OMC value of the GRAPHIC observation; µs

r is the unit row vector from receiver to
satellite after linearization; ∆xr is the column vector of the receiver’s position increments
relative to the a priori position; tr is the corresponding receiver clock offset after merging
the receiver UCD; Bs

r is the corresponding ambiguity parameter in meters after merging
the UPD.

A bias term will be introduced into the single-frequency KOD model if the precise
satellite clock product provided by the international GNSS services (IGS) is used to correct
the satellite clock error [35]. The precise satellite clock offsets are usually obtained with
GNSS ionospheric-free observations of two frequencies [36]. For the single-frequency
GPS/BDS-combined KOD observation model, a correction term computed by the differen-
tial code biases (DCB) should be subtracted to eliminate the introduced bias. The GPS or
BDS satellite clock containing the satellite UCD ds

1 on L1 frequency can be expressed as
follows:
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ts
= ts

IGS − ds
IGS (3)

where ts is the satellite clock offset used to calculate ps
r and gs

r; ts
IGS is the known IGS precise

satellite clock offset; ds
IGS is the correction term, which can be calculated with the known

IGS DCB product according to the formula.

ds
IGS =

f 2
2

f 2
1 − f 2

2
(ds

1 − ds
2) (4)

where f1 and f2 are L1 and L2 frequencies, respectively, ds
1 and ds

2 are the satellite UCD on
L1 and L2 frequencies, and ds

1 − ds
2 represents the DCB between L1 and L2 frequencies.

2.2. Weighting Model with C/N0 for the Sun-Pointing Attitude Mode

One of the most significant characteristics for the onboard GNSS receiver of the LEO
satellite with the sun-pointing attitude mode is that the antenna boresight direction of
the GNSS receiver depends on the satellite attitude mode. The GNSS antenna is installed
on the same side as the solar panel and fixed to the LEO satellite. The antenna boresight
direction can be defined in the satellite body-fixed frame and always points to the sun.
Figure 1 shows the impact of the sun-pointing satellite attitude.
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Figure 1. Impact of the sun-pointing satellite attitude on the relationship between the GNSS antenna
boresight direction (green arrow) and the up direction (red arrow).

The local Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at the GNSS phase center of
the LEO satellite is used to calculate the nominal elevation. The up direction points
towards outer space, as shown in Figure 1. The GNSS antenna boresight for ground-based
applications normally coincides with the up direction, while the onboard GNSS antenna
boresight depends on the satellite attitude. For the earth-pointing attitude mode, the
boresight direction may be the same as the up direction. For the sun-pointing attitude
mode, the boresight direction depends on the geometrical relationship between the satellite,
the earth, and the sun. The motion of the LEO satellite around the earth produces a
changing discrepancy between the antenna boresight direction and the up direction. The
boresight direction presents a large discrepancy with the up direction, which has a strong
impact on the GNSS signal. The impact depends on the antenna radiation pattern, which is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the onboard GNSS antenna radiation pattern rotation. The red curve denotes the
gain variation of signal strength. The rotation yields negative elevation signals and changes the noise
characteristics.

Since the antenna radiation pattern is almost the same at different azimuth angles,
we only present the antenna radiation pattern at azimuth zero for clarity. The red curve
denotes the gain variation of signal strength as the variation of the elevation angle at
azimuth zero. The radiation pattern indicates that the antenna gain decreases from the
antenna boresight direction to the low-elevation angle. Consequently, the low-elevation
GNSS signal has lower signal strength and larger noise than the high-elevation signal.
However, this is not the case for the onboard GNSS antenna due to its sun-pointing attitude
mode. The impact of the satellite attitude on the onboard GNSS signal tracking are as
follows: (1) some low-elevation angle signals become trackable, and correspondingly, a
portion of high-elevation angle signals becomes ‘invisible’; (2) the relationship between
the observation noise and the elevation angle is changed due to the radiation pattern
rotation. The radiation pattern is fixed to the antenna and rotates along with the satellite
platform, which changes the theoretical carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) of the tracked signals
and changes the noise characteristics correspondingly.

In this study, the satellite attitude impact on the GNSS observations is described
using a suitable weighting model. Observation weighting is an essential component of the
weighting model and plays a key role in reliable parameter estimation [37]. For the ground
receiver, the elevation-dependent function may be reasonable to capture the observation
noise characteristics, while it may not always remain valid for the onboard GNSS receivers.
For example, some low-cost LEO satellites may have no rotation angle information of
the antenna plane so that true elevation cannot be computed. The nominal elevation is
computed relative to the local horizontal plane and the negative elevation may occur. Many
observations below the elevation mask will be excluded even though they have good noise
characteristics. When the boresight direction of the GNSS antenna does not coincide with
the zenith direction, the weighting model based on the elevation angle becomes unrealistic
for data processing. Instead, the C/N0 can always reflect the strength of the signal and can
be used as a measurement noise indicator. Research results demonstrate that the estimate
of single-antenna attitude systems based on the signal strength measurements is feasible in
theory [38]. Therefore, we established a C/N0-based weighting model to accommodate the
LEO satellite attitude impact, which can be expressed as follows:

MP(C/N0) = a + b · 1

e1/(C/N0−25)2 (5)

where MP(C/N0) represents the multipath and measurement noise; C/N0 is the carrier-
to-noise ratio; a and b are coefficients. A secondary benefit of the model is that it au-
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tomatically extends the weighting model to the low or negative elevation cases. The
elevation-dependent function can properly handle the high elevation angle observations
but is not always reasonable for the low and negative elevation cases.

The C/N0-based weighting model can be built in advance using previous observations
and then applied in the real LEO KOD. To build the weighting model, the coefficient a and
b are obtained with the minimum norm quadratic unbiased estimation (MINQUE) [39]. In
the MINQUE method, the carrier-to-noise ratio C/N0 is directly provided by the onboard
GNSS receiver. The multipath and measurement noise can be computed with constructing
the code-phase linear combination and handling ionosphere and ambiguity [40]. Since the
majority of bias terms in the code and phase measurements are the same, thus the code
noise can be isolated with the code–phase combination

Ps
r − Ls

r ≈ 2Is
r + λsBs

r + εs
p − εs

l (6)

where the symbols are defined as above. The carrier phase noise is only about 1/100 of the
code noise, so the phase noise is ignorable. The ionosphere and ambiguity biases can be
handled by the time-difference method. If cycle slips occur, the corresponding code-phase
combinations are not considered.

In the MINQUE model, the variance–covariance (vc-) matrix of the observations can
be expressed as:

Qyy =
m

∑
i=1

σ2
i Qi (7)

where σ2
i is the variance component. The MINQUE method attempts to construct a

quadratic form yT My to estimate the vc-matrix. y is the observation residual and M is a
matrix to be constructed meeting three conditions: invariant, unbiasness and minimum
norm. The three conditions can be equivalently expressed as:

tr(MA) = 0

σ̂2
i = tr(MQi)

tr(MQMQ) = min

(8)

where tr(·) is the trace operator of a matrix Q =
m
∑

i=1
Qi. The problem can be equivalently

converted to a constrained minimum optimization problem and solved with the Lagrange
multiplier algorithm. With the matrix M determined, the variance components can be
estimated with a least-squares procedure.

The full variance of the OMC observations can be expressed as the sum of the variances
of measurement noise, satellite orbit correction, satellite clock offset correction, and prior
ionospheric correction. The measurement noise of the pseudorange observation or carrier
phase observation is proportional to the square of the pseudorange chip length or carrier
phase wavelength [41]. Considering the presumption of much higher precision of phase
observations than code observations, the phase multipath and noise can be ignored in the
GRAPHIC observation [42]. According to error propagation law, the complete weighting
model is as follows: {

σ2
p = σ2

orb + σ2
clk + σ2

ion + ϕ2(C/N0)

σ2
g = σ2

orb + σ2
clk + ϕ2(C/N0)/4

(9)

where σ2
orb and σ2

clk are the variance of precise satellite orbit and clock offset correction,
respectively.

2.3. Joint Detection of Clock Jump and Cycle Slip for the Single-Frequency Data

The clock steering is a routine operation to constrain the receiver clock bias since the
large bias affects the signal tracking and orbit computation. During the clock steering event,
the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements from all satellites are shifted by the
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same amount, which is equivalent to a receiver clock jump. It has no impact on computing
orbit if the receiver clock is modeled as the white noise process. However, frequent clock
steering events will be a challenge in cycle slip detection. The clock steering events can
be reflected in the GPS and BDS receiver clock series, which are shown in Figure 3. To
improve the readability of the figure, only five-minute receiver clock series are represented.
It can be seen that about 90 clock steering events happen in five minutes. Consequently, a
constant bias is introduced in the phase observation and will be incorrectly identified as
one cycle slip if the detection algorithm does not consider the clock steering events.
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A high-order time difference (HTD) approach based on the carrier phase is capable
of handling the high-dynamic single-frequency cycle slip detection, while it cannot cope
with the receiver clock steering. Unfortunately, the Luojia-1A onboard receiver employs
frequent clock steering for maintaining reasonable time synchronization. The clock steering
means that the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements of all satellites are adjusted to
control the receiver clock bias, which may affect cycle slip detection. Therefore, the receiver
clock jump must be considered in a single-frequency cycle slip detection algorithm. To
solve this problem, the optimized algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 4.

The real-time single-frequency receiver clock jump and cycle slip detection algorithm
with only several adjacent data contains three steps: (1) the data preprocessing, (2) the cycle
slip and clock jump detection, and (3) the clock jump estimation. In the data preprocessing,
some abnormal observations are first screened by judging whether the carrier phase
observation L1 or the pseudorange observation P1 is zero. The epoch-differenced L1–P1
(dLP) observable is used to detect outliers since it is insensitive to clock jumps if the
single-frequency pseudorange and phase observations are consistent. The noise of the
dLP observable is typically 3–5 m [43], and its threshold value (threLP) can be set as four
times this noise. The second-order differenced carrier phase time series is generated in
the second step, and the linear prediction model with the previous several epochs is used
for the cycle slip and clock jump detection. The predicted residual with respect to the real
second-order differenced phase (Lres) reflects the impact of the receiver–satellite kinematic
and the remaining ionospheric delay, which is much smaller than the phase jump such
as the clock cycle, outlier, or clock jump. Cycle slips or outliers will be identified if the
predicted residual falls between the threshold values of cycle slip (threCS) and clock jump
(threCJ), which are set as 3.0 cycles and 10.0 cycles based on the noise of observable and the
steering mechanism, respectively. Since the phase outlier causes two adjacent abnormal
detection results and the cycle slip only influences the current result, they can be further
discriminated. In the third step, the clock jump can be estimated robustly with the possible
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clock jump (CJ) observables whose total number is defined as the nCJ. The cycle slips and
outliers are also detected according to the residuals of CJ observables.
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3. Results and Analysis

To validate the proposed weighting model and the single-frequency cycle slip de-
tection algorithm considering LEO onboard receiver clock jumps, the Luojia-1A onboard
GNSS data description and the basic processing configuration are discussed first. The
GPS/BDS single-frequency KOD considering the above model and algorithm strategy is
then analyzed and validated.

3.1. Data Description and Processing Configuration

The Luojia-1A satellite was designed by Wuhan University, China and launched
successfully on 2 June 2018. Its mission objective is to test nighttime light remote sensing
and LEO-based navigation augmentation [44]. The satellite is operating on a 645 km orbit
and weighs about 19.8 kg. The outlook of the Luojia-1A satellite is demonstrated in Figure 5.
The Luojia-1A satellite onboard the GNSS receiver is developed by the China electronics
technology group corporation (CETC). The onboard receiver is capable of tracking GPS
L1/L2 and BDS B1I/B2I signals and simultaneously up to 12 satellites for each signal. It
should be mentioned that this receiver only tracks the BDS regional system at present and
the next mission will support the global system in the future.

Due to the platform energy constraint of the Luojia-1A satellite, the dual-frequency
GNSS receiver is only active during the mission period. Only GPS/BDS data on 8 June
2018 with a 1 s sampling interval were collected in this experiment. In this study, we
used GPS L1 and BDS B1 measurements for validating the proposed weighting model
and single-frequency cycle slip detection algorithm. The dual-frequency reduced-dynamic
orbit determination results, of which three-dimension overlapping precision is about
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6.7 cm, are used as the reference orbit for evaluating the KOD accuracy using the proposed
strategy [45]. Figure 6 shows the number of all visible satellites.
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Figure 6 shows that the number of visible GPS satellites ranges from 6 to 12 for most
epochs. The tracked signals of the BDS region system mainly cover the Asia-Pacific region.
Since there are five GEO satellites and six IGSO satellites of BDS located over this region,
the Luojia-1A satellite can track more BDS satellites in this region. However, the number
of visible BDS satellites tracked by the Luojia-1A satellite decreases when the GEO and
IGSO satellites are invisible. Therefore, the number of visible BDS satellites fluctuates
periodically. The orbit solution will not be continuous if only BDS observations are used.
Combining BDS and GPS is helpful to improve the number of available observations,
which may benefit orbit determination. Hence, this article studies the benefit of using BDS
measurements in GPS/BDS-combined single-frequency KOD.

The Luojia-1A satellite orbit is computed with the onboard GPS/BDS single-frequency
observations in the offline processing mode. The extended Kalman filter is used for the
orbit estimation where ambiguity states are passed from epoch to epoch, while LEO satellite
position and receiver clock are freely adjusted at each epoch. One new ambiguity parameter
is set and estimated as a float constant when a cycle slip occurs or a new arc begins. Precise
GPS/BDS orbit and clock products are used for decreasing model error while the real
LEO KOD for onboard applications generally works with broadcast ephemerides. The
detailed data processing configuration is listed in Table 1. The GPS differential P1C1 code
bias products from the center for orbit determination in Europe (CODE) analysis center
are used to correct the C1 code, and the P1P2 products are used to correct the bias term
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introduced by precise satellite clock products. The correction of timing group delays for the
BDS satellite is ignored in the processing of the B1 observations since BDS B1B2 products
are not publicly available at present. Although it may decrease the accuracy of kinematic
positioning, the validation of the proposed weighting model and single-frequency cycle
slip detection is not influenced.

Table 1. Processing configuration of the Luojia-1A kinematic orbit determination method with single-frequency data.

Items Models

Observations Ionospheric-free L1 GRAPHIC combination and pseudorange observations
Observation weight Proposed method

Estimator Extended Kalman filter
Phase-windup effect Corrected [46]

Satellite antenna phase center and variation GPS, BDS: IGS14
Receiver antenna phase center and variation Not corrected

Tide displacement Not corrected
DCBs GPS P1C1/P1P2 product from CODE

Relativistic effects Corrected (International Earth rotation and reference systems, IERS 2003)
Satellite orbit and clock of GPS/BDS German research center for geosciences (GFZ) precise products

Tropospheric delay Not considered
Receiver clock Estimated as white noise for GPS and BDS, respectively

Carrier Phase ambiguities Constants for each continuous tracking arc
LEO satellite position Estimated as white noise

3.2. Validation of the C/N0 Based Weighting Model

Luojia-1A is a nanosatellite that employs the sun-pointing attitude mode differently
from that of GPS satellites. In Luojia-1A, the negative Z-axis is fixed toward the sun to
obtain enough energy in standby mode, so the boresight direction of the GNSS antenna
does not always point toward the zenith direction. Consequently, the C/N0 of the GNSS
signals collected from the onboard receivers is significantly different from that of the
ground receiver. The elevation dependence on the C/N0 of GPS/BDS measurements
collected from the Luojia-1A satellite is presented in Figure 7.Remote Sens. 2021, 08, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 17 
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observations and the blue line denotes the signal strength.

Figure 7 indicates that the satellite is capable of tracking observations of low-elevation
angles, even negative angles, and the low-elevation measurements (<20◦) contribute to
about 50% of total measurements. The LEO onboard receiver still tracks the signals with
a sufficient amount of C/N0 strength, which shows a parabolic relationship with the
elevation angle caused by the satellite attitude mode. The C/N0 in Figure 7 denotes the
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average value in the range of ten degrees. The average C/N0 is calculated every ten degrees
as the elevation angle increases. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the signal strength of
observations from the LEO onboard receiver in the range of −10◦ to 10◦ elevation is close
to that of the 10◦ to 20◦ elevation angle and is on average 1.8 dB-Hz lower than that above
the 20◦ elevation angle. It shows that the signal strength of the −10◦ to 10◦ elevation angle
observations has about the same data quality as that of the observations in the range of
10◦ to 20◦ elevation. Therefore, the low-elevation observations can be used if a suitable
weighting model is built for the LEO KOD.

The elevation-dependent weighting model cannot describe the data quality of low-
elevation observations correctly for the sun-pointing attitude mode. To build and validate
the C/N0-based weighting model, the multipath and observation noise of the pseudorange
is first calculated and is both geometry-free and ionosphere-free. The ambiguity biases
are assumed to be constant unless there is a slip in the tracking of phases. The effect of
the phase multipath is much smaller in magnitude than the pseudorange multipath, and
thus can be neglectable. To cope with the satellite attitude impact, the weighting model is
established in advance based on the variation of the multipath and observation noise with
the C/N0 for the onboard Luojia-1A GNSS receiver, which is presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 indicates that the multipath and observation noise is strongly correlated
to the C/N0, and thus the weighting model is reasonable, especially during the attitude
maneuver. The observations with C/N0 below 30 dB-Hz are not considered in this study.
According to the MINQUE method, the estimated coefficients and of the proposed C/N0-
based weighting model are 663.826 and −664.125, respectively. The dashed line in the
figure shows the 95% confidence level of the observation noise, which agrees well with the
data. It should be mentioned that the coefficients are the same for GPS and BDS because
they are estimated with both GPS and BDS L1 measurements. Considering that the C/N0
characteristics may vary in different constellations and signals, but we are limited by the
length of this paper, so in the next step it is worth conducting further comprehensive
research on different models for GPS and BDS, respectively, even for each satellite signal.

3.3. Validation of Single-Frequency Cycle Slip Detection

Correct cycle slip detection is one important factor in achieving a reliable estimation.
The GNSS receiver on board the Luojia-1A satellite relies on a standard temperature-
compensated oscillator without discipline, and the clock steering events occur frequently.
The GNSS receiver clock steering of the LEO satellite at high speeds makes single-frequency
cycle slip detection ineffective and difficult. Figure 9 shows the number of cycle slips
detected by the HTD algorithm and the proposed algorithm on each epoch.
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Figure 9. Number of GPS and BDS cycle slips detected by the HTD algorithm and the new algorithm
considering the clock steering events.

In general, the number of cycle slips is very small compared to that of observations.
However, many cycle slips are incorrectly identified by the HTD algorithm since the cycle
slip detection based on the carrier phase is impacted by the frequent receiver clock steering
events, although the HTD algorithm can resist high dynamics of the satellite platform. The
new algorithm is independent of the clock steering events and provides more reasonable
cycle slip detection. The number of actual cycle slips is 59 and 21, accounting for 0.020%
and 0.018% of all GPS and BDS observations, respectively. Considering the carrier phase
outliers, the number of cycle slips and outliers increases to 168 and 27 for GPS and BDS,
and the percentage is 0.056% and 0.024%, respectively. If cycle slips are detected, new
ambiguity parameters will be introduced into the KOD estimator. This can protect against
the erroneous estimation of the ambiguity parameter and contamination of KOD results.

3.4. GPS/BDS Single-Frequency KOD Analysis of Luojia-1A Satellite

Orbit determination of the Luojia-1A using the C/N0-based weighting model con-
sidering the attitude impact is evaluated by adding low-elevation observations with the
single-frequency KOD strategy. To validate the feasibility of the proposed weighting model,
GPS/BDS observations from the Luojia-1A satellite between −10◦and 5◦ elevation angles
are used in one scheme. For the GPS/BDS combination case, the number of satellites above
the 5◦ and −10◦ elevation mask and the position dilution of precision (PDOP) values are
compared in Figure 10. It might be also interesting to investigate the contribution of the
GPS and BDS combination in the single-frequency LEO KOD. To validate the speculation
that combining BDS and GPS may benefit orbit determination and demonstrate the impact
of the fluctuating number of visible BDS satellites, the contribution of BDS is analyzed
using the observations from satellites above the −10◦ elevation mask.

Figure 10 shows that the number of available satellites ranges from 5 to 20 and the
PDOP value ranges from 0.875 to 2.685 for the −10◦ elevation mask scheme in the GPS/BDS
combination, denoted by the blue line. There is an average of 10 satellites available above
the 5◦ elevation angle and an average of 13 satellites above the −10◦ elevation angle,
achieving 37.5% improvement in PDOP by decreasing the elevation cutoff angle to −10◦.
The shadow area shows that BDS has a clear contribution to both the number of available
satellites and the PDOP when the Luojia-1A satellite flies over China, since the orbit period
of the Luojia-1A satellite is approximately 96 min, and Luojia-1A is designed to track the
signals of the BDS regional system. During these periods, the GPS/BDS combination has
on average five satellites more than the GPS-only case. The average PDOP for the cases of
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single GPS and the GPS/BDS combination are 1.526 and 1.277, respectively, which is an
improvement of 16.3%.
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The impact of low-elevation angle measurements on orbit determination and the
contribution of BDS to the KOD is shown in Figure 11, which is the cumulative distribution
function of absolute orbital error in the radial, along-track, and cross-track directions,
respectively. The kinematic orbital error is also evaluated in terms of root mean square
(RMS) error. Table 2 shows the statistical performance of the positioning accuracy.
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Table 2. Performance statistics of the positioning accuracy.

Scheme
Radial-Track (m) Along-Track (m) Cross-Track (m)

Epoch
RMS Mean RMS Mean RMS Mean

GPS > −10◦ 2.302 1.237 1.965 0.681 0.993 −0.680 25,136
GPS + BDS > 5◦ 2.104 0.823 2.069 0.830 1.057 −0.760 23,835

GPS + BDS > −10◦ 1.640 0.848 1.729 0.803 0.988 −0.563 27,367
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Figure 11 shows that the orbital error obtained from the −10◦ elevation mask scheme
in the GPS/BDS combination denoted with the blue line is the best in all components. The
reason is that the number of available satellites increases remarkably and large residuals
can be removed from the observations. Compared to the −10◦ elevation mask scheme,
12.9% of epochs cannot be utilized for the 5◦ elevation mask scheme with the red line whose
RMS values of the orbital error are 2.104, 2.069, and 1.057 m in the radial, along-track,
and cross-track directions. As shown in Table 2, when using observations from satellites
between −10◦ and 5◦ elevations, the orbital RMS precision values reach 1.640, 1.729, and
0.988 m, which are improved by 22.1%, 16.4%, and 6.5% in the radial, along-track, and
cross-track directions, respectively.

As expected, GPS/BDS-combined KOD results are better than that of the GPS-only
case with the black line since BDS makes a contribution to both the number of available
satellites and the PDOP in the Asia-Pacific region. Some low-quality measurements can be
also eliminated easily and do not remarkably decrease the number of redundant observa-
tions. For the GPS-only solution, the RMS values of the orbital error are 2.302, 1.965, and
0.993 m in the radial, along-track, and cross-track directions, respectively. The GPS/BDS
combination improves the estimation precision of the ambiguity parameter, and the residu-
als are reliable since outliers are removed correctly. As a result, the orbital RMS precision
values of the GPS/BDS-combined solution are improved by 28.8%, 12.0%, and 0.5% in the
radial, along-track, and cross-track directions, respectively.

4. Discussions and Conclusions

The KOD method using the LEO satellite onboard single-frequency GNSS observations
is a cost-effective solution for future commercial aerospace applications. In this study,
the improved data processing strategy of GPS/BDS-combined single-frequency KOD is
proposed for the LEO satellite using the sun-pointing attitude mode. The satellite attitude
impact on the GNSS observations is analyzed, and results show the theoretical C/N0 of the
tracked signals and the noise characteristics change as the antenna radiation pattern rotates.
To process this situation, an observation weighting model based on the C/N0 characteristic
and exponential function is developed. The coefficients of this weighting model can be
estimated and then applied in the real LEO KOD. Experiments show that this weighting
model is suitable for processing the GPS/BDS observations from the LEO satellite with the
sun-pointing attitude mode.

The real-time single-frequency cycle slip detection algorithm with the capacity of
handling receive clock jump is developed for improving the single-frequency carrier phase
preprocessing. This method is designed to compute the phase acceleration jump based
on a linear model and employs a robust approach in the estimation of the receiver clock
jump. The cycle slip and clock jump can be identified, respectively. Moreover, cycle
slips/outliers can be further discriminated using two adjacent detection results. This
algorithm is independent of the clock steering events and can reasonably detect cycle slips
in the GPS/BDS data preprocessing of the LEO satellite.

The GPS/BDS-combined single-frequency KOD results of the Luojia-1A satellite show
that the above improved data-processing strategy is suitable for LEO satellites with the
sun-pointing attitude mode. Considering the unique feature of the Luojia-1A sun-pointing
satellite attitude mode, incorporating low-elevation observations can improve data avail-
ability and orbit accuracy. The number of valid epochs and the PDOP values are improved
by 12.9% and 37.5%, respectively, when using observations from satellites between −10◦

and 5◦ elevation. As a result, the orbital RMS accuracy of the GPS/BDS-combined single-
frequency KOD can be improved by 22.1%, 16.4%, and 6.5% in the radial, along-track,
and cross-track directions, respectively. The contribution of the BDS observations is also
analyzed for the Luojia-1A KOD based on the processing strategy. Compared with the
GPS-only case, the orbital RMS accuracy of the GPS/BDS combination solution is improved
up to 28.8%. The benefit of combining GPS/BDS observations in LEO KOD is demonstrated
with the onboard GNSS data from the Luojia-1A satellite.
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